Abstract-Lateral driver support systems have the potential to reduce the number of accidents associated with -both intentional and unintentional -lane departures. Additionally, such systems may increase driving comfort and stimulate a more efficient traffic flow, thereby reducing traffic emissions and the costs associated with traffic delays. This paper provides a literature review to identify the current state of the art on lateral driver support systems. The emphasis is on sensor technology, detection algorithms and safety assessment algorithms.
tasks and the type of tasks that are automated, automation can be usefully described by a continuum of levels rather than as an all-or-none concept [7] . For example, in describing driver support systems, four different levels can be discerned [3] :
Driver informing systems continuously provide information about the state of the traffic environment. By interpreting this information, the driver is supported in making judgments about the safety of a situation or maneuver;
Driver warning systems generate a warning when some threshold condition is met or exceeded. In contrast to a driver informing system, a driver warning system interprets and assesses the safety of a situation or maneuver. However, the system's interpretations are meant to enhance the driver's own interpretations about the traffic environment. The driver's interpretations dominate the system's interpretations in the sense that he or she remains fully responsible for the vehicle control task;
Control-intervention systems provide additional cues to the driver for crash avoidance, by imposing vehicle acceleration, deceleration or heading change in the face of a crash hazard. However, the driver will always be able to overrule the actions that were imposed by the system. So just as the driver warning systems, the driver remains fully responsible for the vehicle control task;
Fully automatic control systems involve automatic braking, automatic steering, and automatic throttle control without the possibility for the driver to overrule the system's actions. The driver's interpretations about the traffic environment are irrelevant, since there is no means for the driver to overrule the system's actions.
Apart from a distinction based on the amount of tasks and the type of tasks that are automated, driver support systems can also be classified by the circumstances under which support is provided, the contents of the provided support, the form of the provided support and -if present -the interface that renders the support to the driver. A final distinction often mentioned in literature is the concept of longitudinal support versus the concept of lateral support. Longitudinal support refers to supporting the driver to control the vehicle's position and velocity in longitudinal (forward or backward) direction, whereas lateral support refers to supporting the driver to control the vehicle's position and velocity in lateral (sideward) direction.
In 2003, almost 60% of all fatal highway accidents in the USA were caused by lane departures [8] . Most of these accidents originate from unintentional lane departures.
Researchers estimate that intentional lane departures (i.e. lane change maneuvers) account for 4 to 10% of all crashes in the USA [9] . Lateral driver support systems potentially reduce the number of accidents associated with lane departures, either intentional or unintentional. This paper provides a literature review to identify the current state of the art on lateral driver support systems. The emphasis will be on sensor technology, detection algorithms and safety assessment algorithms.
First, in section II, the system architecture of lateral driver support systems is described. This architecture will serve as a frame of reference throughout the remainder of this paper. Section III focuses on sensor technology used in lateral driver support systems, whereas detection algorithms will be described in section IV. In section V, safety assessment algorithms will be discussed. Finally, section VI contains concluding remarks.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Introduction
A well-established way of describing the architecture of a system is according to its functional components. The main function of a lateral driver support system is to support the driver during movements along the lateral axis of the vehicle. This main function can be subdivided into the following three sub-functions:
· Sense: to capture information from the context of use 1 of a lateral driver support system; · Think: to interpret this information and to decide what action should be executed; · Act: to execute this action. These sub-functions can be fulfilled by a wide range of different hardware and software components. Figure 1 depicts the functional architecture of a lateral support system as well as the most commonly occurring components.
B. Sense
Information about the context of use of a lateral driver support system can be captured by sensors (such as cameras, radar sensors, laser sensors, etc.). Such sensors are used for detecting the traffic environment directly surrounding the vehicle, for example the road and/or other vehicles. Alternatively or additionally, information can be transferred to the vehicle by means of localization networks (such as GPS) and communication networks (such as RDS-TMC, GSM, WLAN, etc.). Such networks usually transfer information that cannot be directly sensed from the vehicle due to an increased distance or due to the presence of obstacles. Finally, other input devices (such as an in-car button for the driver to adjust support system settings) can be 1 A system's context of use refers to the set of elements that is not part of the system itself, but that may have interactions with the system while using it. The context of use of a lateral driver support system is formed by elements such as driver, vehicle, traffic environment, other road users, etc. used for gathering input. Based on all gathered input, detection algorithms determine the context of use.
C. Think
Interpreting information that was captured from the context of use is done by safety assessment algorithms. By comparing the output from the detection algorithms (the determined context of use) with one or more threshold conditions, they may order the actuator control algorithms to execute specific actions.
D. Act
In case of support systems where the driver has some control -the driver informing systems, driver warning systems and control-intervention systems that were mentioned in section I -the action consists of activating one or more human machine interfaces. For example, visual signals rendered on the dashboard panel, auditory signals rendered through the speaker system, tactile signals (vibrations) rendered in the chair, or kinesthetic signals (torques/forces) rendered on the steering wheel or on the pedals. The latter -rendering of kinesthetic signalscoincides with activating vehicle control devices, since there is an active intervention on throttle, brakes and/or the steering system.
In case of fully automatic control systems (see section I), the action always incorporates activation of vehicle control devices. However, as an addition, human machine interfaces may also be activated to inform the driver about the support system's action.
Alternatively or additionally, information may be broadcasted through communication networks. Finally, other output devices may be activated (for example, switching on the hazard lights to warn drivers of surrounding vehicles).
E. Conclusion
As follows from the descriptions in this section -and as depicted in figure 1 -a lateral driver support system has three sub-functions that can be fulfilled by various different hardware and software components. This review will not discuss every identified component. It will solely consider sensor technology, detection algorithms and safety assessment algorithms that are used within lateral driver support systems. Section III, IV and V will cover these respective subjects.
III. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
A. Introduction
Sensors are used for detecting the traffic environment directly surrounding the vehicle. For a lateral driver support system, two types of information are most relevant: the position of the vehicle in the lane and the relative positions and velocities of surrounding vehicles and obstacles. Sensors that are capable of fulfilling these tasks can be categorized into active sensors and passive sensors.
B. Active sensors
Active sensors emit electromagnetic energy. From the reflection of this energy, objects can be detected. Moreover, additional information about these objects -such as distance and velocity -can be acquired. Well-known active sensors are radar sensors, laser sensors, sonar sensors and nearinfrared sensors. The main advantage of active sensors is that they have the ability to obtain measurements any time, regardless of the time of day or the weather conditions. Additionally, the ability to directly measure certain quantities (distance, velocity) potentially limits required computing power. Drawbacks of active sensors are low spatial resolution, slow scanning speed, size and costs.
C. Passive sensors
Passive sensors, on the other hand, detect naturally reflected or radiated energy. This means that they acquire information in a non-intrusive way. The most well-known passive sensor is the optical sensor (camera). By means of a camera, moving objects (for example vehicles in curves or vehicles moving from one side of the road to the other) can be effectively tracked. Additionally, cameras offer the possibility of lane detection without the necessity to modify the existing infrastructure. A final advantage is that visual information can be helpful for object recognition and identification, for example pedestrian recognition or traffic sign identification. Drawbacks of passive sensors are that they are easily affected by illumination changes as well as by complex environments.
D. Sensor technology in lateral driver support systems
Although there are some (prototype) lateral driver support systems that solely use active sensors, application of passive sensors is most common. Optical sensors are applied for both lane detection and vehicle detection. Apart from using optical sensors, another trend within lateral driver support systems is combining active sensors and passive sensors. In order to give the safety assessment algorithms the proper input, information from these different sensors has to be fused. The next subsections will describe lane detection algorithms and vehicle detection algorithms based on optical sensor information (subsection IV.A and IV.B, respectively). Additionally, vehicle detection algorithms based on sensor fusion will be discussed (subsection IV.C).
IV. DETECTION ALGORITHMS
A. Vision based lane detection
Methods for vision based lane (or road edge) detection can be classified into two categories: feature based methods and model based methods. Feature based lane detection methods make use of lane (or road edge) features. The two most common approaches are based on using grey gradients [10, 11] and on using color patterns [12] . Model based lane detection methods, on the other hand, compare the captured images with road models. Various different techniques (such as Hough transformation, template matching or neural networks) can be applied to detect the lane or road edge [13] [14] [15] .
B. Vision based vehicle detection 1) Introduction
Methods for vision based vehicle detection need to process captured images at real-time or close to real-time. Locating potential vehicles by searching the entire image is therefore not an option. That is why the majority of methods that are reported in literature follows two basic steps: hypothesis generation (HG) in which the positions of potential vehicles are hypothesized, and hypothesis verification (HV) in which tests are performed to verify the presence of a vehicle in an image.
2) Hypothesis generation (HG)
The objective of the HG step is to quickly find candidate vehicle locations. Methods for HG can be classified into knowledge based, stereo-vision based, and motion based methods.
Knowledge based HG methods employ a-priori knowledge to hypothesize vehicle locations in an image. This knowledge may regard various different vehicle features or properties such as shapes, lights, symmetry, color, shadows, corners, horizontal/vertical edges and textures [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Stereo-vision based HG methods use depth cues for vehicle detection. There are two types of approaches [20] . One uses disparity maps for vehicle detection, whereas the other uses an anti-perspective transformation (i.e. Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM)).
Motion based HG methods use the relative motion between objects to distinguish between vehicles and background. Whereas knowledge based HG methods and stereo-vision based HG methods are based on the recognition of spatial features in an image, motion based HG methods are based on the calculation of optical flow [21] .
3) Hypothesis verification (HV)
The input to the HV step is the set of hypothesized locations from the HG step. During HV, tests are performed to verify the correctness of a hypothesis. Methods for HV can be classified into template based and appearance based methods [22] .
Template based methods use predefined patterns of the vehicle class to verify a correlation between the image and the template [23, 24] . In some approaches, those templates are very 'loose', whereas other approaches are based on using very 'strict' templates. When using 'loose' templates, vehicles that are actually present will always be detected; however, false detections may occur. When using 'strict' templates, on the other hand, false detections will only rarely occur. A drawback is that sometimes vehicles will be overlooked.
Appearance based methods use a set of training images that illustrate the variability in vehicle appearance. With this method, the system 'learns' the characteristics of the vehicle class [17, 25] . To improve performance, the variability of the non-vehicle class is usually also trained to the system. The criteria that allow the system to discern the vehicle class from the non-vehicle class can be taught in two ways: by training a classifier (such as a neural network) or by modeling the probability distribution of the features in each class (for example by using the Bayes' theorem).
C. Vehicle detection based on
The concept of sensor fusion is aimed at combining information from different sensors in order to get a more complete picture of the traffic environment and to ensure reliable operation under every circumstance. In theory, sensor fusion can be applied to any combination of two or more sensors. However, as mentioned earlier, optical sensors are practically always present within lateral driver support systems. This subsection gives examples of methods for vehicle detection based on sensor fusion for systems in which at least one optical sensor is present.
2) Fusion of optical and radar sensor information In fusing optical and radar sensor information, some researchers use a Kalman filter, whereas others use a particle filter [26] . Both filter types use multiple samples of both the optical and the radar sensor information to estimate the locations and velocities of surrounding vehicles. Another approach is to perform initial vehicle detection (hypothesis generation) by using radar information and to come to a final decision (hypothesis verification) based on camera images.
3) Fusion of optical and laser sensor information
Bin [27] proposes a method for detecting preceding vehicles by fusing optical and laser sensor information. Algorithms for hypothesis generation and hypothesis verification (similar to those discussed in sections IV.B.2 and IV.B.3) are employed for the optical sensor information. Simultaneously, the laser sensor also provides an 'image' of the environment. Based on the laser sensor information, another distinction is made between the vehicle and the background. The two local processing systems (i.e. the optical processing system and the laser processing system) offer their respective decisions to the fusion centre. Here, the two local decisions are combined into a final decision by using a minimum Bayesian risk fusion rule.
4) Fusion of optical and sonar sensor information
Kim et al. [28] propose a method to achieve vehicle detection and tracking by fusing optical and sonar sensor information. They use the sonar sensor for detection and distance estimation for all objects within 10 m of the vehicle and the optical sensor for objects outside the 10 m range. Their system not only functions during daytime, but also at night. By analyzing several camera images, light conditions are determined and based on these light conditions, one of the several detection methods is selected. The daytime vehicle detection method hypothesizes the presence of a vehicle by the shadow of a vehicle on the road. The hypothesis is then verified by using other vehicle features. The night vehicle detection method hypothesizes the presence of a vehicle by bright regions in the image that are caused by the headlights, taillights, and brake lights. In this case, the hypothesis is verified by observing several successive frames.
5) Conclusion
As follows from the descriptions in this subsection, vehicle detection based on sensor fusion for systems in which at least one optical sensor is present can be done in many different ways. This not only refers to the various different possible combinations of sensor types, but also to the fact that the information itself can be fused according to various different methods.
Sensor combinations can be competitive, complementary or cooperative [29] . Competitive sensors each provide equivalent information about the environment (for example, as in the systems described in sections IV.C.2 and IV.C.3).
Complementary sensors do not depend on each other directly but can be merged to form a more complete picture of the environment (for example, as in the system described in section IV.C.4). Cooperative sensors work together to derive information that neither sensor alone could provide (for example, as in the stereo-vision system that was described in section IV.B.2). However, until now, there has neither emerged a clear 'best combination' of sensor types, nor has there emerged a clear 'best method' of sensor fusion for vehicle detection.
V. SAFETY ASSESSMENT ALGORITHMS
A. Introduction
As follows from the previous section, detection algorithms determine the context of use of a lateral driver support system. More specifically, they determine the traffic environment around the vehicle. These determinations form the input for safety assessment algorithms. By continuously comparing the determinations with one or more threshold conditions, such algorithms assess the hazard level of a situation.
In lateral driver support systems, two types of safety assessment algorithms are commonly applied: algorithms for lane departure warning and algorithms for lane change assistance. Subsections V.B and V.C will discuss these algorithm types.
B. Algorithms for lane departure warning 1) Introduction
The safety assessment algorithms in lane departure warning systems can be classified into three different categories. Algorithms can be based on the vehicle's current position [30] , on the time to line crossing [30] [31] [32] or on an interpretation of the road scene [12] . Each of these three categories will be described.
2) Algorithms based on the vehicle's current position Safety assessment based on the vehicle's current position is done by application of equation (1). To make the algorithm more accurate, personal driving behavior can be taken into account. This can be done by adding a certain 'personal margin' to the lane borders. For example, when a driver always maintains a distance of more than 20 cm from the lane borders, those 20 cm are accounted for in the algorithm. In this way, 'virtual lane borders' are created. Whenever those virtual lane borders are crossed, the safety assessment algorithm will consider the situation to be unsafe.
3) Algorithms based on the time to line crossing Safety assessment based on the time to line crossing has the advantage that a possible lane departure is found in a relatively early stage. A vehicle model is used to estimate the moment at which it will leave the lane. There are two types of models that can be applied. The first model assumes that the vehicle will maintain its current heading, whereas the second model assumes that the driver will maintain his or her current steering angle.
Application of the first model gives equation (2):
The predicted lateral offset between the vehicle centre and the lane centre ( (4) When the value of q is outside of a certain range, the vehicle is assumed to depart its lane.
C. Algorithms for lane change assistance
Just as safety assessment algorithms for lane departure warning can be based on various different approaches, so can algorithms for lane change assistance systems.
Based on the work of McKnight & Adams [33] , Chovan et al. [3] propose a simple description of ideal lane change behavior: "If the lane change is legal, the driver determines if conditions are favorable for a lane change. The driver checks mirrors, checks the blind spot, scans ahead, looks to the faradjacent lane, and assesses the roadway for any limitations to lane changing. If the driver decides the lane change can be successfully completed, he or she signals the intent to change lanes with turn signals. By applying a steering input followed by a counter phase steering movement, the driver then executes the lane change maneuver." An autonomous lane change support system should be able to mimic the described behavior, whereas a non-autonomous lane change support system should be able to provide support that seamlessly fits into the described behavior.
Godbole et al. [34] consider autonomous lane change support systems. The lane change maneuver is divided into three steps: gap selection, gap alignment, and move-over. For every step, they design two different algorithms: one for lane changing under normal conditions and one for lane changing under emergency conditions. The trajectory synthesis for each step of the lane change is formulated as an optimal control problem.
The findings of Jula et al. [35] and the findings of Smith et al. [36] It is assumed that all vehicles -except for the merging vehicle -keep constant velocity during the maneuver. Based on this situation, Jula et al. calculate the minimum longitudinal spacing that the involved vehicles should initially have so that no collision takes place during the maneuver. Additionally, they also considered the possibility of longitudinal acceleration or deceleration of the merging vehicle. This possibility expands the safe region for lane changing. Smith et al. examine the feasibility of using four driving states (i.e. low risk, conflict, near crash, and crash imminent) to characterize lane change performance. From test track and on-road studies, consistent performance maps have been found in modeling lane change performance. Relative longitudinal measures (such as longitudinal range or longitudinal gap) were found to be adequate for mapping steering maneuver onset and completion for various severity levels. They found no evidence for the need to use additional measures to characterize lane change performance (such as lateral range or lateral gap). Another interesting observation was that drivers often start lane changes when there is another vehicle in the adjacent proximity. Drivers seem to anticipate longitudinal gap opening and closing. Ideally, a lane change assistance system would make similar judgments. However, it is questionable whether future lane change assistance algorithms will be capable of this.
VI. CONCLUSION
In 2003, almost 60% of all fatal highway accidents in the USA were caused by lane departures. Lateral driver support systems could reduce this number. This paper provided a literature review on such systems with a focus on sensor technology, detection algorithms and safety assessment algorithms.
A lateral driver support system requires input about the position of the vehicle relative to the lane and/or input about relative positions and velocities of surrounding vehicles. Sensors that are capable of fulfilling these tasks can be categorized into passive sensors (e.g. optical sensors) and active sensors (e.g. radar, laser, sonar and near-infrared sensors). Passive sensors are well suited to lane detection as well as vehicle detection. However, their performance strongly depends on illumination conditions. Active sensors, on the other hand, are able to provide accurate distance and velocity information. Additionally, they function at any time of day and under practically any weather condition. However, their performance, with regard to object recognition and identification, is poor. Moreover, lane detection is practically impossible. In (prototype) lateral support systems, application of passive sensors is most common. They are used for both lane detection and vehicle detection. Another trend is combining active and passive sensors, for example, a radar sensor and an optical sensor. The concept of sensor fusion is aimed at combining information from different sensors in order to get a more complete picture of the traffic environment and to ensure reliable operation under all circumstances.
We discussed various different detection algorithms -both lane detection and vehicle detection algorithms. Methods for vision based lane detection are either feature based or model based. Methods for vision based vehicle detection are mostly subdivided into two steps: hypothesis generation (HG) and hypothesis verification (HV). During the HG step, candidate vehicle locations are found, whereas during the HV step, tests are performed to verify the correctness of the hypothesized vehicle locations. Just like vision based vehicle detection methods, sensor fusion methods also often function according to the 'concept of hypothesis generation / hypothesis verification'.
In lateral driver support systems, two types of safety assessment algorithms are commonly applied: algorithms for lane departure warning and algorithms for lane change assistance. Algorithms for lane departure warning can be classified into three different categories. They can be based on the vehicle's current position, on the time to line crossing, or on an interpretation of the road scene. In practice, the time to line crossing criterion appears to have the best performance in detecting a (possible) lane departure. As far as algorithms for lane change assistance are concerned, a distinction can be made between algorithms for autonomous and algorithms for non-autonomous lane change support systems. It appears that relative longitudinal gaps are good indicators for the safety of a lane change maneuver. However, human drivers seem to anticipate longitudinal gap opening and closing: they often start lane change maneuvers when there is another vehicle in the adjacent proximity. It is questionable whether future lane change assistance algorithms will be capable of making similar judgments.
